
 

 

Abstract Bistatic radar receivers that use an opportunistic 
transmitter require a reference channel to capture the original 
transmitted signal, which is then used as a reference signal for 
constructing the matched-filter during the range compression step. 
Because the reference signal is received from line-of-sight, it is orders 
in magnitude larger than the reflections captured by the receive 
channel. It is generally difficult to construct the system such that the 

reference signal is not leaked into the received signal, either via 
coupling in the circuitry or via reflections off objects in the vicinity of 
the receiver. Due to its much larger amplitude, the reference signal can 
easily mask smaller targets with its side-lobes. In this paper we propose 
a novel deconvolution method for bistatic SAR images as a means of 
eliminating leakage of the reference signal. 

 
Index Terms Bistatic Synthetic Aperture Radar, Deconvolution, 

Matched Adaptive Filtering, Signal Elimination. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Bistatic radar systems are generally affected by coupling, either 

within the circuitry or via reflections from nearby objects, 

between the reference/synchronization channel and the receive 

channel. The reference antenna is oriented such that the 

reference signal is captured from line-of-sight. Because of the 
orders in magnitude difference between the reference signal and 

the signal reflected off the illuminated scene, even a fraction of 

the coupled reference signal can significantly increase the 

amplitude dynamic range of the SAR image and mask multiple 

targets with its side-lobes. In multi-aperture bistatic SAR 

applications [1], the coupling will change during the 

acquisition, hence an adaptive method should be used. A naive 

approach is to zero the peaks in the range-compressed signal. 

This solution solves the dynamic range problem, but does not 

deal with the remaining sidelobes. Prior art [2,3] present a 

solution which consists in using an adaptive filter as a means of 

estimating the multipath’s transfer function in order to 
eliminate it. This solution may be used not only to eliminate the 

multipath peaks, but also the associated side-lobes. In this paper 

we propose a way of enhancing current state-of-the-art methods 

that apply adaptive filters directly on the time-domain captured 

signals. The proposed method introduces matched filters before 

the adaptive filter, such that the time-domain signal is 

compressed to only a few samples. Due to compression the 

method is significantly more efficient, but also more performant 

as it will be later shown. In the next section we will briefly 

describe the challenges of applying traditional deconvolution 

methods. Section III presents the proposed solution, and in 
section IV we compare it to two traditional methods on 

experimentally captured data. Finally, section V contains our 

conclusions regarding the approach. 

II. THE DECONVOLUTION PROBLEM 

Convolution represents the mathematical operation used for 

filtering, denoted by the “∗” operator: 

 

 𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑥(𝑡) ∗ ℎ(𝑡)        (1) 

 

which is equivalent to taking the time-domain integral: 

 

𝑦(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑥(𝜏)ℎ(𝑡 − 𝜏)𝑑𝜏
∞

−∞
= ∫ 𝑥(𝑡 − 𝜏)ℎ(𝜏)𝑑𝜏

∞

−∞
   (2) 

 

In frequency domain, time-domain convolution translates into 

multiplication. Using 𝑌(𝜔), 𝐻(𝜔), 𝑋(𝜔) as the frequency 

domain forms of 𝑦(𝑡), ℎ(𝑡), and 𝑥(𝑡) respectively, the 

convolution becomes: 

 

𝑌(𝜔) = 𝐻(𝜔)𝑋(𝜔)       (3) 

 

Throughout this paper, 𝑥(𝑡) plays the role of the fast-time 

signal, 𝑠𝑅𝑋(𝑡), ℎ(𝑡) is the matched filter constructed using the 

reference signal, 𝑠𝑇𝑋
∗(−𝑡), and 𝑦(𝑡) is the range-compressed 

output, 𝑟𝑅𝑋(𝑡). Estimating 𝑥(𝑡) from 𝑦(𝑡) and ℎ(𝑡) requires 

deconvolution, the inverse process of convolution. Because the 

deconvolution process has no time-domain representation such 

as (2), it is generally described in the frequency domain as: 

 

𝑋(𝜔) =
𝑌(𝜔)

𝐻(𝜔)
         (4) 

 

In practice the signals will always be affected by some 

undesired error component, such as quantization noise. 

Assuming 𝐻(𝜔) is a band-limited transfer function [4], there 

will be frequency bands in which 𝐻(𝜔) will be very small, 

comparable to the error component, 𝐻𝑒(𝜔).  

 

�̂�(𝜔) =
𝑌(𝜔)+𝑌𝑒(𝜔)

𝐻(𝜔)+𝐻𝑒(𝜔)
       (5) 

 

If 𝐻(𝜔) ≅ −𝐻𝑒(𝜔) this will result in extremely large peaks in 

the frequency domain, and will result in a poor estimate, �̂�(𝜔). 

On the other hand, if 𝐻(𝜔) = 0, it implies that 𝑌(𝜔) = 0, 
resulting that 𝑋(𝜔) is undefined. In practice however, �̂�(𝜔) 

will be strongly impacted by the error term ratio: 
𝑌𝑒(𝜔)

𝐻𝑒(𝜔)
. The 

proposed method eliminates reflections up to certain ranges 

directly from the uncompressed raw signal, thus it eliminates 

the need of deconvolving the processed range-compressed 

signal, and hence avoids the frequency division problem. 
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III. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION 

The envisaged geometry of the system is shown in Fig. 1. The 

ground-based receiver uses a line-of-sight reference channel, 

REF, for data synchronization, and a receive channel, RX, for 

capturing signals reflected from the scene. The measured 

bistatic time delay for a given target is relative to the moment 

of arrival of the pulse at the reference channel. Additional 

space-time synchronization is also required, and can be 

achieved using the public ancillary data from ESA, as detailed 

in previous work [5]. The captured reference signal is used to 

construct the matched filter for range-compression. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Spaceborne transmitter - stationary receiver bistatic 

geometry. The addressed issue is depicted in red, as a parasitic 

coupling or reflection between the reference channel and the 

receive channel. 
 

The reference signal 𝑠𝑇𝑋(𝑛), is received by the reference 

channel directly from the transmitter [5], 𝑠𝑅𝑋(𝑛) is the signal 

received from the scene, ℎ𝑐(𝑛) is the radio channel response 

that contains information regarding target location, amplitude 

and phase shift, and 𝑧(𝑛) is the receiver noise, where 𝑛 

represents discrete time. The proposed method makes use of a 

matched-adaptive filter that is placed in channel estimation 

configuration, as shown in Fig. 2a). After estimating the 

channel transfer function, the time-domain received signal can 

be easily filtered, eliminating the parasitic reference signal from 

the image, as shown in Fig. 2b). One of the adaptive algorithms 

used was in our experiments is the Recursive Least Squares [6]. 

At the receiver, the signal can be expressed as the convolution 

between the reference signal, 𝑠𝑇𝑋(𝑛), and the channel response 

ℎ𝑐(𝑛): 

 

 𝑠𝑅𝑋(𝑛) = 𝑠𝑇𝑋(𝑛) ∗ ℎ𝑐(𝑛) + 𝑧(𝑛)      (6) 

 

After range-compression 𝑠𝑅𝑋(𝑛) becomes 𝑟𝑅𝑋(𝑛): 
 

𝑟𝑅𝑋 (𝑛) = 𝑠𝑇𝑋
∗(−𝑛) ∗ 𝑠𝑅𝑋(𝑛)      (7) 

 

In order to identify ℎ𝑐 an adaptive filter is used where 𝑟𝑅𝑋 (𝑛) 

represents the “input signal” and the “desired signal” is: 

 

 𝑟𝑇𝑋(𝑛) = 𝑠𝑇𝑋
∗(−𝑛) ∗ 𝑠𝑇𝑋(𝑛)      (8) 

Traditional approaches, [2,3] apply the adaptive filter directly 

on 𝒔𝑅𝑋. This requires all fast-time samples to be processed, 

which is computationally exhaustive. The method only requires 

a few samples to be analyzed [7], as most signal information 
regarding targets/multipath is embedded in just a few samples 

after matched filtering is applied. The convergence rate is 

improved by the proposed method due to higher SNR and also 

due to the increased stationarity of the compressed signals. 

Once convergence state has been reached, the adaptive filter 

will have an impulse response function, 𝑤(𝑛), equal to the first 

𝑁 samples of the radio channel response, ℎ𝑐(𝑛). Because 𝑤(𝑛) 

replaces the Point-Spread-Function (PSF) with a single sample, 

the proposed method can correctly eliminate targets spaced 

closer than the range resolution [7], and it also eliminates the 
effect of side-lobe leakage among range cells. The method 

processes each PRI separately, therefor the Doppler effect is 

negligible, even more so for the proposed Bistatic SAR. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 2. Block representation a) of the proposed channel 

estimation scheme for estimating the weight vector 𝑤(𝑛),  b) of 

the proposed method used to eliminate the reference signal 

components from the received signal. 

 

The final step is to subtract 𝑠𝑇𝑋(𝑛) ∗ 𝑤(𝑛) from the raw data’s 

respective iso-azimuth line: 

 

𝑠′
𝑅𝑋(𝑛) = 𝑠𝑅𝑋(𝑛) − 𝑠𝑇𝑋(𝑛) ∗ 𝑤(𝑛)     (9) 

 

The number of eliminated signal components, 𝑁, is equal to the 
adaptive filter’s order, hence to eliminate a larger area an 

adaptive filter with more filter taps is required.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section we will present the performance of the proposed 

method applied on data acquired from a spaceborne transmitter 

– ground-based receiver bistatic SAR system [5]. The 

opportunistic satellite is Sentinel 1-A operating in IWS mode, 
and the ground-based receiver is placed on the roof-top of one 

of the highest buildings in Bucharest, Romania – the faculty of 

Electronics and Telecommunications, UPB. The purpose of this 
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experiment is to eliminate all reflections within 𝑅𝑒 = 10 

meters, equivalent to eliminating all signal components 

captured by the receiver within 67 ns since the reference signal 

has been received. 𝑅𝑒 should be chosen as the longest undesired 
physical path between the REF channel and the RX channel. 

The reference signal used for range-compression during a 

single pulse acquisition is shown in Fig. 3a). The fast-time 

signal received during the pulse acquisition is shown in Fig. 

3b). The range-compressed reference and original signals are 

shown in Fig. 3c) and Fig. 3d), respectively. The parasitic 

coupling is formed as multiple reflections between 2.5 and 9.5 

meters from the receiver. 

 
Fig. 3. a) Reference Signal, 𝒔𝑇𝑋, b) Received signal during a 

single pulse acquisition represented in fast-time, 𝒔𝑅𝑋, c) First 

500 meters of the range-compressed reference signal, 𝒓𝑇𝑋, d) 

First 500 meters of the range-compressed received signal, 𝒓𝑅𝑋.  

 

Traditional methods use 𝒔𝑇𝑋 and 𝒔𝑅𝑋 , depicted in Fig 3 a) and 

b), respectively, as a means of estimating the channel transfer 

function, as opposed to the proposed method that uses 𝒓𝑇𝑋 and 

𝒓𝑅𝑋, depicted in Fig 3 c) and d), respectively. We will further 

compare the performance of the proposed method with the 

traditional adaptive filter method and with the naive 

deconvolution via frequency division method. The order of the 

adaptive filter was chosen as: 𝑁 = 𝐹𝑠
2𝑅𝑒

𝑐
 , where 𝑅𝑒 = 10𝑚 is 

the elimination range, 𝐹𝑠 is the Analog Digital Converter (ADC) 

sampling frequency, and c is the speed of light. In this 

experiment the sampling frequency is 𝐹𝑠 = 60 MHz, resulting 

in an adaptive filter size of 4. The results of the three methods 

are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. The original range-profile is 

presented in blue, while the processed range-profiles are shown 

in red. It is shown that the traditional adaptive-filter approach, 
Fig. 4b) is less effective in eliminating the reference signal 

components than the proposed method, shown in Fig 4a). The 

proposed method eliminates the coupled signal precisely, 

revealing multiple targets initially masked by sidelobes, that 

can be visible up to 50 meters. The proposed method is also 

computationally faster, as the matched-adaptive filter’s inputs, 

𝒓𝑅𝑋 and 𝒓𝑇𝑋 , only require a few samples, 16 in this example, 

while the traditional adaptive filter’s inputs, 𝒔𝑅𝑋 and 𝒔𝑇𝑋, are 

spread over 8000 samples. The traditional approach using 

adaptive filters eliminates the multipath only partially, and does 

not deal with the side-lobes as effectively. Performance could 

be improved for the traditional approach, but the filter size, 𝑁, 

must be increased by a factor determined empirically. 

Moreover, in some applications such as multi-aperture focusing 

[1] this factor can change during the acquisition period, making 

the method difficult to implement. Finally, the naive method 

presented in Fig. 4c) consists in zeroing the first 𝑁 cells of the 

range profile, and applying deconvolution via frequency-

domain division, eq. (5). It is evident that this has no effect on 

the side-lobes of the eliminated targets, which continue to exist. 

Moreover, the raw-data is difficult to be recovered by 
deconvolution, as shown in Fig. 5c). This is due to the 

deconvolution problem described previously in section II. The 

signals presented in Fig. 5a) and Fig. 5b) represent the fast-time 

signals without the signal returns within a 10 meters range, 

processed by the proposed method and the traditional adaptive 

filter method, respectively.  

V. CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper we present a method for eliminating leakage from 
the reference channel to the imaging channel in bistatic SAR. 

The method makes use of matched filtering as a means of 

improving the convergence rate and performance of an adaptive 

filter in channel estimation configuration. Upon convergence, 

the filter weights contain information of the undesired coupling 

or multipath. The weights are then used to eliminate the 

reference signal in time-domain, without affecting the rest of 

the image and raw data. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 4. Range profile from which targets within 10 meters of the 

receiver have been eliminated: a) with proposed method using 

a matched-adaptive filter, b) with the traditional approach 

using an adaptive filter, c) by zeroing the first samples. - The 

original range profile is in blue, and the processed range 

profiles are drawn in red. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 5. Fast-time signal reconstruction using a) The proposed 

method, b) the traditional adaptive filter method, c) zeroing in 

the range-profile and applying deconvolution.  
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